
 

  

 

ACCESS YOUR 

SPIRITUAL EMPORIUM 
Spiritual & Personal Health Growth & Development. 

BREAK OUT OF SPIRITUAL 
LIMBO 
If you are stuck in spiritual limbo 

it’s time to raise the bar and 

break through to your Spiritual 

Emporium and find your own 

Healing and Psychic Medicines. 

chrissy Happy Healing 
Personalised 1:1 Spiritual 
Mentoring. 

 



 

ARE YOU READY TO Truly Evolve and Enlighten your path? During this amazing one on one 

Personalised Spiritual Mentoring program you will not only find yourself but also what your soul 

has been guiding you to.  

Your 7 Week Spiritual & Personal Evolution is about to break you through to the other-side. 

An experience that will take you deep into your emporium of healing, channeling, mentoring 
and wisdom, all whilst creating a keeping it real style of support and guidance that will not only 
empower you but also your seekers. 

Each week a new learning. Each week a new experience.  

Finding, defining, challenging and transforming yourself physically, spiritually, genetically, 
emotionally and mentally.  

During your sessions you will find your Spiritual key connections and unlock your unique 
doorways to reveal YOUR tools.  

♾Experience astral travel as you are taken back through your 'Stairway to Now' bringing forth 
all your teachings and learnings from your past, ancestors and future lives.  

♾ You will speak with your soul, guides, counsel, angels, gatekeepers, soul contract keepers, 
your past and future self and visit your soul library. (Akashic Records). 

♾Unleash, enhance and embrace your healing style through messages and teachings from 
your higher counsel. 

♾ find alliance with your blockages through deep shadow and light reflection work and 
resonate with your whole self on a more re-sourceful level.. 

♾ Release and transform your physical energy to create balance between worlds. 

♾ Align more with YOUR OWN healing medicine and more. 

 

Each program is specifically designed for you. ARE YOU READY TO GET YOU STARTED?  

 

 

 

 



 

❖ Week 1 - Designing your program and finding the key to what’s been holding you back!  

Discovering what is holding you back from transitioning through Spiritual Limbo.  From 

information collected this week we will design the program to continue your journey and 

discover more. 

Belief Systems & Fears 

 

❖ Week 2 - 1.0 – Empowerment; pushing through the human veil to gain insight to what 

lights you up. 

During this time we will discuss what drives you toward wanting to be more spiritual and how 

you will use it to light up your life.  We will connect with past and future selves to discuss this 

further and ascertain what tools you already have and how to synchronise them in your world 

now.   

 Your You-niversity awaits to light up your Soul library and unveil your Akashic Records. 

 

 

❖ Week 3 - 1.0 – Going deeper into your Spiritual Emporium to find out how best you can 

light up your spiritual tools. 

Once again your past and future selves have been using these tools for many lifetimes and 

NOW is the time for you to re-awaken how you would like to use them in your current life now.  

Who they will help, how they will help. Depending on how many tools you have reawakened 

determines the following weeks.   

Creating and re-connecting with your higher counsel, guides, gate keepers and angels. 

 

❖ Week 4 - 1.0 – Understanding the art of embracing your Shadow and why it's your 

brightest light. 

Your shadow can be your friend or foe.  Embracing your shadow and discovering it’s gifts for you allows 

you deeper transcendence into the spiritual realm as the ego steps aside.  Lighting up the shadows and 

making alliance with all of YOU will release any blockages within. 

Releasing your darkside through deep shadow and light reflection work.  

 

 

 



 

 

❖ Week 5 - 1.0 – Building the bridge of Communication to release and transform your 

physical energy. 

During this time you will create a connection with a higher source of spiritual activity to move 

from physical healing and guidance to spiritual healing and guidance whilst retaining a keeping 

it real approach. (Your clients and friends will only notice this if you tell them this is what you 

are doing)  It’s time to become pure light and energy in motion clearing all energy centres to 

manifest a strong and committed auric energy. 

Release and transform your physical energy to create balance in between 2 worlds. 

 

❖ Week 6 - 1.0 – Brightening up your inner intuitive deciphering your codes so you become 

your very own GVS. (Guiding Voice System) 

By now you have enlightened and brought together all of your spiritual and physical energies, you know 

what you want to do, you have your purpose and mission and you are ready to feel confident and in 

alignment with the work you will be doing.  You are ready to unleash your healing energy onto the 

world.  Let’s practice. 

Aligning more with YOUR OWN healing medicine. 

 

❖ Week 7 -  Q & A before receiving your full re connective healing to recharge your physical 

self and connect on a deeper level to your lightworker within.  

Healers need healing to and during our last session you will be taken on a deep healing journey 

of sacrificing your old energy for your new enlightened one.  We will take time to answer any 

questions and tweak anything that you are not certain on.  You will then be ready to continue 

to grow and expand into your purpose as a spiritual teacher, healer and guide to enhance your 

already chosen field in this world. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

This personalised program may or may not change dependent on the synchronicities that occur 

between sessions and the choices that you as the participant may be guided to take. 

 

This series of Spiritual and Personal Health, Growth & Development sessions are created with 

you in mind. 

As your journey along your road less travelled commences there may be some change to the 

structure of your program to meet your requirements. 

With much love and happy vibes 

Chrissy. 

0432380143 

chrissy@happyhealing.com.au 

 

 

 

Commitment pricing: 

 

As a commitment to this workshop a deposit of at least $260 is required to secure your 

appointments and payment in advance each session is required. 

 

Each Session is $130 

If paid in full discounted price is $799 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


